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Introduction to Sociality and Social Spiders 

Evolution of Sociality and Cooperation 

Sociality is the interactions that occur between two or more animal individuals in a general 

definition. In 1972, Kullman named three main characteristics that are essential for behaviour 

to be considered as social behaviour: tolerance, inter-attraction and cooperation. The word 

tolerance states that the involved individuals must abandon aggressiveness and tolerate each 

other. Secondly, the members of a group should not only be brought together by abiotic 

factors, instead there should be a reason for associating; which is defined as inter-attraction. 

Thirdly cooperation involves collective activities beyond sexual activities. 

Sociality among animals has many benefits compared to a solitary lifestyle. 

Cooperative activities among individuals can increase the efficiency of many aspects of fitness 

such as foraging, feeding, defence against predators and brood care (Alexander, 1974). For 

foraging and feeding, the larger the group, the better chance to spot prey and catch bigger 

prey items. Defending against predators is similarly advantageous, larger group size results in 

increased vigilance and larger numbers might result in more effective defence during an 

attack. For cooperative brood care, having not only the mother but also other females in the 

group who involves in brood care for offspring, increases the chance of survival of the young.  

Nevertheless, sociality has disadvantages too, including competition for food and 

higher susceptibility to diseases. Competition for food increases as the number of individuals 

increase in the group, and infections can spread very easily among a social group because of 

local abundance of hosts, and the frequent interactions between individuals (reviewed in 

Cremer et al., 2007). Therefore social groups should have some adaptations for optimizing 

the benefits of a group-living lifestyle. The reasons for maintaining sociality varies among 

species, but for all social systems, sociality must be selected for when benefits of social living 

are greater than the costs of it to maintain stable societies (Alexander 1974). 

Kullmann (1972) listed different behaviour that could be defined in the terms of 

cooperation such as constructing web, foraging, capturing prey, feeding and brood care 

including collective brood care. Packer and Ruttan (1988), provided a similar definition of 

Kullman’s, defining cooperation as ‘hunting in the presence of a companion’. Later Dugatkin 
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(1997) defined it as ‘an outcome that – despite potential relative costs to the individual – is 

‘‘good’’ in some appropriate sense for the members of a group, and whose achievement 

requires collective action’ (also reviewed in Whitehouse & Lubin, 2005). Providing one 

definition for ‘cooperation’, such a term with a broad meaning (and often discussed topic in 

behavioural biology) is not possible; yet one can agree that it is a collective behaviour of 

individuals which has benefits for the individuals of a group.  

Cooperation within a group may have disadvantages for the individuals in the group if 

some individuals act selfishly and cheat in a situation of cooperative action, in example for 

groups sharing a common and limited resource (Schneider & Bilde, 2008). Therefore 

cooperation should be favoured in a way that helps preventing cheating individuals through 

different mechanisms.  

There are several theories which attempt to explain why cooperative behaviour has 

evolved. They are not mutually exclusive, but all contribute to explaining why cooperation is 

favoured. These theories are: kin selection, reciprocity, byproduct mutualism and group 

selection. 

Kin selection:  

One broadly accepted theory for cooperation is the ‘Kin selection’ proposed by Hamilton 

(1964). Kin selection is the evolutionary strategy that favours the reproductive success of an 

individual’s relatives, even at a cost to the organism's own survival and reproduction.  Kin 

selection causes changes in gene frequency across generations, driven by interactions 

between related individuals. Hamilton proposed that kin selection, also known as ‘inclusive 

fitness theory’ offers a mechanism for the evolution of cooperation. He claimed that this leads 

natural selection to favour organisms that would behave in ways that maximize their inclusive 

fitness. Under natural selection, a gene encoding a trait that amplifies the fitness of each 

individual carrying it should increase in frequency within the population (Hamilton, 1964). 

Inclusive fitness includes having ‘direct’ and ‘indirect fitness benefits’. Direct fitness benefits 

(also known as individual immediate benefits) are the benefits an individual gains 

participating a cooperative action, and the amount of offspring an individual produce. Indirect 

benefits refers to the possible benefits in the genes carried in the next generation with 

cooperation among relatives. Hamilton’s model of inclusive fitness or kin selection is a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trait_(biological)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population
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cornerstone in evolutionary biology that changed the course of social behaviour studies with 

a new emphasis on genetic relatedness and kin discrimination (Queller, 2006).  

rB > C or B/C > 1/r 

This inequality means that cooperation can be selected if the benefits to the recipient 

(B), multiplied by the coefficient of genetic relatedness of the recipient to the individual (r), 

outweigh the costs to the individual performing the behaviour (C). The inequality is known as 

Hamilton's rule (1964) as it is the first formal quantitative equation of kin selection that has 

been published. Hamilton’s rule (1964) deals with cooperation among genetically related 

individuals. According to Hamilton's rule, kin selection causes genes to increase in frequency 

when this inequality is formed. Hamilton proposed two mechanisms for kin selection: kin 

recognition and viscous populations. In kin recognition individuals are able to identify their 

relatives. Viscous populations are populations with very limited dispersal so the individuals 

are closely related, which makes cooperation possible in the absence of kin recognition. 

 

Reciprocity:  

Reciprocity refers to mechanisms where the evolution of cooperative behaviour may be 

favoured by the probability of future mutual interactions. Three types of reciprocity have 

been studied by Nowak (2006): direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity and network reciprocity. 

Direct reciprocity requires repeated encounters between the same two individuals. It can lead 

to the evolution of cooperation if the probability of another encounter between the same 

two individuals exceeds the cost-to-benefit ratio of the altruistic act. Indirect reciprocity is 

based on reputation when there are randomly chosen pairwise encounters between 

members of a population: if an individual helps another individual it is more likely that it can 

receive help from another individual. Network reciprocity favours cooperation when the 

benefit-to-cost ratio exceeds the average number of individuals that interacts in activities, for 

an individual (Nowak, 2006).  

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kin_recognition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kin_recognition
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Byproduct mutualism:  

The concept of byproduct mutualism was introduced by Brown (1983). This concept suggests 

that for each individual to benefit from others as a byproduct, the individual itself should 

perform a degree of cooperation as well. For most of the species, activities such as foraging, 

hunting and defence against an enemy gives more benefit when it’s done by groups rather 

than being alone (Brown, 1983). If an individual chooses not to cooperate it increases the risk 

of getting harmed by its own actions (Dugatkin, 2002). 

 

Group selection:  

Many species have a social structure according to which individuals associate in groups such 

that interaction among members within each group is much more frequent than interaction 

of individuals across groups. When a model of such social behaviour includes such social 

structure, and when the calculation of the fitness of individuals is treated as dependent upon 

the structure of the group in which the individuals are located, it is described as group 

selection. (Nowak, 2006; Traulsen & Nowak, 2006; Dugatkin 2002). 

 

Sociality in Spiders 

Social behaviour in spiders has arisen independently in several taxa (Seibt & Wickler, 1988; 

Aviles, 1997), yet it is only seen in approximately 60 species of more than 44000 known spider 

species (Platnick, 2013). Among these species sociality differs from aggregations of individual 

webs to cooperative breeding (Aviles, 1997). To categorise these different patterns of sociality 

two criteria have been used: (1) if aggregations last throughout the entire lifetime of spiders 

or are only periodic and (2) if spiders maintain individual territories in the nests or not (Aviles, 

1997). According to these criteria spiders are categorised in four types of sociality as follows; 

(1) non-territorial permanent-social (also known as 'quasisocial’, or 'cooperative'), (2) 

territorial permanent-social (also known as 'communal territorial', or 'colonial'), (3) non-

territorial periodic-social (also known as 'subsocial') and (4) territorial periodic- social spiders 

(Aviles, 1997 and references therein). Less than half of these 60 social species are 

permanently social (Aviles, 1997; Whitehouse & Lubin, 2005). 
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Group living in spiders is thought to have evolved from two alternative pathways 

either from a subsocial precursor of from a parasocial precursor (reviewed in Whitehouse & 

Lubin, 2005; Lubin & Bilde 2007). In the subsocial precursor, group living evolved from 

extended maternal care and retention of offspring in the nest. In the parasocial precursor, 

group living evolved from aggregations around a resource. Colonial spiders are thought to 

have evolved via the parasocial route (Whitehouse & Lubin, 2005) where cooperative spiders 

are thought to have evolved via the subsocial route (Aviles, 1997; Schneider, 2002; 

Whitehouse & Lubin, 2005; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). Subsocial behaviour in spiders show 

especially the presence of two traits: an extended stage of maternal care and a stage of 

cooperation among young within the brood (Aviles, 1997) as seen in cooperative species. 

 

Cooperative spiders and their characteristics  

The ‘non-territorial permanent social’ or ‘cooperative’ spiders have family group territories 

consisting of communal nests built around and supported by vegetation. These communal 

nests contain silk masses in the centre for shelter, in which spiders live throughout their 

lifetime, and capture webs surrounding the central silk mass. In these nests the colony 

members cooperate in different activities such as prey capture, feeding and taking care of 

their offspring (Lubin & Bilde, 2007; Aviles, 1997).  Cooperative spiders inhabit colonies that 

last for up to a few generations; and adjacent, interconnected colonies may form a colony 

cluster (Aviles, 1997).  

Cooperative spiders are rare; only approximately 22 species are considered truly 

cooperative (Lubin & Bilde, 2007). The most abundant social clade is found within the 

Theridiidae family which contains twelve cooperative species in three genera containing nine 

independent origins of sociality (Aviles, 1997; Agnarsson et al., 2006; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). 

The second most abundant group, the Eresidae family, includes the genus Stegodyphus, in 

which sociality arose independently three times (Kraus & Kraus, 1988; Johannesen et al., 

2007; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). Other families that contain cooperative species are Agelenidae, 

Dictynidae, Oxyopidae and Thomisidae (Aviles, 1997; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). The total number 

of species may be small, yet cooperative species are widely distributed across taxonomically 

distinct families. They are also widely distributed geographically; cooperative species occur in 
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the tropics and subtropics of every continent, habitats ranging from thornbush savannah of 

Africa to tropical rainforests of the Amazon (Aviles, 1997; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). 

Unlike the eusocial insects which have caste systems performing different tasks, there 

is no strict division of labour in cooperative spiders, though recent studies indicate that spider 

individuals may show behavioural asymmetries, may have different personalities which can 

shape task differentiation in colonies (Settepani et al. 2012; Grinsted et al, 2013). Cooperative 

spiders were thought to be totipotent, which means that individuals can perform all tasks 

including breeding, and the young of the colony accrue tasks as they mature (Aviles, 1997), 

however, differences in propensity to engage in attack of prey was recently demonstrated. 

Not all females get to reproduce in the colony, some of them may act as helpers; yet all 

females are potential breeders (Lubin & Bilde, 2007). Division of labour is only based on age 

and sex, as males do not participate in colony activities (Aviles, 1997; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). 

Cooperative spiders are characterized by female-biased sex ratios with one or two males for 

seven or eight females (Lubin & Bilde, 2007). 

Cooperative spiders show regular inbreeding which distinguishes them from most 

other social insects and spiders (Aviles, 1997). In cooperative spiders mating occurs within 

colonies among individuals of the same colony which are related to each other; only the 

genera Delena, Diaea and Tapinillus are the exceptions to this characteristic (Aviles, 1997; 

Lubin & Bilde, 2007). Cooperative spiders also show postmating dispersal, further 

contributing to inbreeding. In these species, juvenile dispersal is lacking and only occasionally 

gravid adult females leave the colony after they mate to establish new colonies (Lubin & Bilde, 

2007). Therefore inbred spider colonies are isolated from one another (Aviles, 1997). 

Another characteristic of cooperative spiders is allomaternal care. Allomaternal care 

is the act of cooperative brood raising by the females of a colony, both by the mothers who 

produce eggsacs, and by ‘helper’ females who do not reproduce in the colony. Competition 

for resources in these species is not entirely absent. Therefore, some females may not obtain 

sufficient food to reach maturity and only some females reproduce. However, non-

reproductive females remain active in the colony and act as ‘helpers’ by taking care of the 

young of their siblings. One reason that these females do not disperse is because of the high 

risk of leaving the colony. The chances of surviving without the colony and finding another 
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male to mate are minimal, also some of the helpers may not be mature to reproduce (Aviles, 

1997; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). 

 

Study species ‘Stegodyphus dumicola’ 

Stegodyphus dumicola Pocock 1898 (Eresidae) is a cooperative spider from the family 

Eresidae which contains three cooperative species (Lubin & Bilde, 2007). S. dumicola is often 

found in aggregations in isolated patches in southern Africa, where the nests are usually built 

around branches of spiny bushes (Seibt & Wickler, 1988; Aviles, 1997). A colony may start 

from a single female and her offspring, and it may grow up to several hundred individuals 

consisting mainly of females due to the female-biased sex ratio (Aviles et al., 1999). 

S. dumicola nests consist of a central, sponge-like mass of silk with a diameter of 5-30 

cm, which serves as a refuge, and one or more sheets of web around it (Aviles, 1997). Outside 

the nest is a greyish fibrous tissue, beneath that layer there is a core area of closely-textured 

silk with tubular passages inside which the spiders tend to remain during the day (Seibt & 

Wickler, 1990). S. dumicola has an annual life cycle but the nests are usually occupied by 

consecutive generations (Seibt & Wickler, 1988). Mated females lay their eggs in summer and 

these females and the helpers tend the offspring until they are consumed by the offspring 

(matripaghy) (Aviles, 1997; Lubin & Bilde, 2007). The offspring spend the winter on their own, 

and reach maturity by the following summer (Seibt & Wickler, 1988). 

 

Introduction to study experiments 

In my study I focus on group-living behaviour in the cooperative spider S. dumicola. My two 

chapters outline experiments that examine different aspects of group-living. With these 

experiments I have tried to understand and explain how they deal with some of the aspects 

of group-living. In the first chapter, Behavioural Thermal Adaptation to High Temperatures, I 

studied the spiders’ behaviour related to temperature changes. S. dumicola faces high 

temperatures during summer when the nests reach temperatures much exceeding those of 

the surrounding environment. I tested the temperature conditions the spiders experience in 

nature and how they behave to avoid the disadvantages of high temperatures such as 

overheating and desiccation. The second chapter, Web Cleaning as an Aspect of Nest Hygiene, 
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investigates whether S. dumicola performs web cleaning behaviour. I performed two 

experiments (one observational and one based on a set of manipulations) in relation to their 

cleaning capabilities of their capture web. This web cleaning behaviour may emerge from 

several purposes such as protection against infectious diseases, protection from other species 

(kleptoparasites), it may also emerge to increase foraging efficiency. 
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Chapter 1 

Behavioural Thermal Adaptation to High 

Temperatures 

Introduction 

In ecology temperature is one of the most important environmental factor that shapes 

animals’ physiology and activities (Cossins & Bowler, 1987).  A range of different adaptive 

strategies have evolved to deal with temperature, and animals’ ability to survive and perform 

activities at different temperatures are consequences of their specific adaptations to deal 

with the temperatures they experience (Cossins & Bowler, 1987). Temperature also defines 

and limits a species’ distribution; and especially terrestrial habitats vary widely in 

temperatures and experience rapid temperature changes (Cossins & Bowler, 1987; Clarke, 

2003). There are four mechanisms which supply heat exchange to animals: solar radiation, 

conduction, convection and evaporation, and understanding these mechanisms is essential 

for understanding animals’ interaction with thermal environment (Cossins & Bowler, 1987).  

Animals achieve thermal balance by a combination of physiological, behavioural and 

physical adaptations (Tattersall & Cadena, 2010). Obtaining information about an animal's 

thermal tolerances and preferences is necessary to describe the thermal ecology of the 

species and to estimate the suitability of its thermal habitat (Hertz et al., 1993). The majority 

of animal species are ectotherms. In ectotherms the body temperature is regulated by the 

heat of the environment (Humphreys, 1987) and their internal sources of heat have generally 

insignificant importance in regulating body temperature. 

Body temperature (Tb) is one of the most important physiological factors affecting the 

behaviour of ectotherms (Angilletta et al., 2002). All behaviour and the physiology of 

ectotherms are sensitive to changes in body temperature, such as locomotory behaviour, 

foraging and feeding ability, mating, development and growth and immune system functions 

(Angilletta et al., 2002). Every animal has its highest and lowest thermal limits that restricts 

the capability of performing coordinated locomotory behaviour, which are critical thermal 

maximum (CTmax) and critical thermal minimum (CTmin) (Lutterschmidt & Hutchison, 1997; 
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Schmalhofer, 1999; also reviewed in Angilletta et al., 2002). An animal's thermal tolerance 

range is limited by these temperatures; outside this range an ectotherm enters a state of heat 

stupor or cold torpor, which can be lethal if the animal is exposed to extreme temperatures 

for a long time (Schmalhofer, 1999). Enzymes denature at extreme temperatures, however, 

the catalytic effect of enzymes begin to deteriorate at temperatures lower than the extremes 

needed for denaturation as a result of conformational changes caused by heat (Somero, 1995; 

Somero et al., 1996; McCue, 2004).  

Animal thermoregulation is an efficient instrument to handle the spatial and temporal 

heterogeneity in the thermal environment. (Angilletta et al., 2002). Ectothermic animals can 

utilise behavioural mechanisms to obtain benefit from physical processes in the environment 

(Tattersall & Cadena, 2010); thus they use behavioural thermoregulation to diminish the 

effect of ambient temperature variation on body temperature (Angilletta et al., 2002). The 

adaptations that allow thermoregulation in spiders may also play an important role in shaping 

the species’ life-history strategies (Li & Jackson 1996). However, thermal relations of spiders 

have only been studies in less than 0.1% of species, therefore the thermal biology of spiders 

is poorly understood (Humphreys, 1987; also reviewed in Schmalhofer 1999, Alfaro et al., 

2013) 

 

Figure 1: Distribution map of Stegodyphus dumicola (from Majer et. al., 2013) 
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In this project I studied the behavioural adaptations for temperature regulation in 

Stegodyphus dumicola. S. dumicola inhabits the dry thornbush savannas of southern Africa 

(Seibt & Wickler, 1990; Crouch & Lubin, 2000) where it is exposed to high temperatures 

(Figure 1). One disadvantage of group living in communal nests for S. dumicola is that the 

animals may be exposed to high temperatures within the nests compared to solitary ones. It 

has been observed that, for S. dumicola and its congener S. mimosarum, the silk nest which 

they use as a shelter mostly has a higher temperature than ambient temperature in summer 

(Crouch & Lubin, 2000; Seibt & Wickler, 1990). Seibt and Wickler (1990) recorded that for 

these two cooperative Stegodyphus species average temperatures inside the nests were 

higher than the air-temperature in daytime, sometimes even exceeding 40°C between the 

hours of 13:00 and 15:00; therefore the nests did not play a role in regulating the temperature 

and protecting the spiders from overheating and dehydration; thus nests are potentially 

disadvantageous for thermoregulation. 

On the other hand, Stegodyphus spiders have extreme tolerance limits in which the 

critical thermal maximum (CTmax) can reach up to 50°C (M. Greve in prep.). Additionally S. 

dumicola and S. mimosarum are highly resistant to dehydration as showed by Seibt and 

Wickler (1990). The species could survive for nine days at a constant high temperature of 

37°C.  

When the temperature conditions pose the danger of overheating, it may cause 

severe damages to the animal. After the animal’s tolerance to heating is reached, proteins 

start to deteriorate and bodily functions stop working optimally, which may cause death. S. 

dumicola as other creatures of hot areas must overcome these conditions to survive. Seibt & 

Wickler (1990) tested S. dumicola and S. mimosarum’s sensitivity to high temperatures in a 

laboratory experiment with artificial heaters and examined a temperature escape range in 

these species where S. dumicola tended to avoid temperatures above 39.0°C (±3.7) and S. 

mimosarum avoided above 37.3°C (±3.6). 

Under field conditions, spiders can escape the extreme heat of the nest during the 

heat of the day by moving down into the shade below the nest, where it is cooler than inside 

the nest and the wind factor may confer an advantage for cooling as well. However, leaving 
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the nest increases vulnerability, as spiders remain in their nest retreats at cooler 

temperatures. This cooling strategy may provide some degree of safety as spiders do not 

move further from nest, they could move into their nests immediately in case of danger. Still, 

a trade-off exists between staying in the nest and emerging from the nest, as remaining in the 

nest gives protection to spiders but is disadvantageous for cooling where leaving the nest 

offers cooling but increases potential dangers. 

It has been observed that S. dumicola individuals move outside nests, without showing 

any activity, rather sitting clumped together in the shade under the nest at high temperatures 

(Seibt & Wickler, 1990). Its congener, S. mimosarum, shows the same behaviour. Crouch and 

Lubin (2000) observed that when air temperature exceeded 42°C, S. mimosarum individuals 

leave the nest and move to the shade. The spiders also move their egg sacs to cooler areas. 

This not only keeps the adults from overheating, but mothers also guards their eggsacs to 

keep them unharmed. Experiments with S. mimosarum showed that the spiders tend to be 

more active in night time in summer when the temperature is lower than daytime 

temperature (Crouch & Lubin, 2000).  

 

Figure 2: Annual mean temperatures of countries (with the average of approximately 30 years’ data) 

with S. dumicola distribution (South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Angola, Zimbabwe). (WeatherBase. 

Candymedia. 2013, retrieved from http://www.weatherbase.com/) 
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In contrast to the cooperative Stegodyphus species, one of the subsocial species of 

Stegodyphus, S. lineatus is known to be more active in heat than its social congeners, they 

can easily capture prey in hot temperatures (Henschel et al., 1992). S. lineatus also builds 

nests in the hot side of the vegetation. Nonetheless, when their nests get too hot they also 

move to the cooler entrance of their nests (Henschel et al., 1992). Different species of a genus 

can be adapted to different temperatures; nevertheless every species has a tolerance range 

and behave to avoid negative consequences of extreme conditions. 

Aims 

The   aim of the study was to examine how S. dumicola living in colonies responded to extreme 

summer temperatures, where the ambient temperature may exceed 40°C (Crouch & Lubin, 

2000). The field experiment followed up on laboratory experiments in which it was 

determined that the critical thermal maximum (CTmax) of S. dumicola exceeded 50°C (M. 

Greve in prep.). However, internal organs may be damaged at temperatures lower than the 

critical thermal maximum (Angilletta et al., 2002); therefore the temperature at which spiders 

respond may be a better indicator of the conditions at which the species may survive.  

Hypotheses & Predictions 

Spiders tend to leave their nests when it becomes hotter than they can tolerate, since there 

is a trade-off in emerging from the nest where it enhances cooling but increases exposure to 

danger. I predicted that the spiders would emerge at a specific threshold temperature. The 

temperature at which spiders emerge can indicate that they can no longer stay in extreme 

temperatures, thus it should be the response of heat-escape for S. dumicola. 

In the field experiment, I expected to find a trait where spiders actively avoid extreme 

temperatures by a threshold response to temperatures ranging around 40°C, a similar 

response to that found in laboratory experiments by Seibt & Wickler’s (1990). In field 

observations, when S. dumiola face extreme temperatures, the individuals therefore should 

leave their nest and move into the shade underneath the nest as a cooling strategy. 
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Materials & Methods 

Study site: 

Observations were done on Stegodyphus dumicola nests at four sites close to Hoedspruit, 

Limpopo Province, South Africa. (Hoedspruit: latitude 24.3500°S, longitude 30.9667°E.) This 

subtropical area has a semi-arid climate with hot summers and little annual precipitation most 

of the year. As for 2012, the annual mean temperature was 21.3°C (with an annual mean 

maximum temperature of 30.9°C and an annual mean minimum temperature of 14.1°C); 

annual precipitation was measured as 556 mm (Tutiempo.net). The monthly average 

temperatures of 2012 in the study area is presented in Figure 4. 

Three of the sites, named HF, HW and HE were on Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate and one 

site named ZS was on Zandspruit Bush and Aero Estate. At each site, seven nests were 

selected, I thus observed a total of 28 nests. All of the nests were healthy at the start of the 

experiment. The locations of four sites is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3: The approximate GPS coordinates of nest sites (HF, HW, HE and ZS) in Hoedspruit, Limpopo 
Province, South Africa. (Map retrieved from Google Maps, provided by AfriGIS Ltd., 2013) 
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Figure 4: Annual mean temperatures of 2012 in Hoedspruit, Limpopo Province, South Africa. 
(Temperature data used to make the graph was retrieved from Tutiempo.net, data reported by the 
weather station: 682910 Latitude: 24.35 (S) Longitude: 31.05 (E) Altitude: 510 ft.) 
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and GPS coordinates of each nest see: Appendix 1.) Subsequently, one iButton® device was 
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inserted into each nest, and one was suspended immediately below the nest, to record 

temperatures both inside and outside the nest. The inside iButtons® were inserted inside the 

nests by opening a small hole in the center of the nest, with providing minimum damage to 

the nest and without harming any spiders. When the iButtons® were inserted, each nest were 

tied with a cable tie, to ensure that inside iButtons® stay inside the nest during the experiment. 

The outside iButtons® were also attached by cable ties close to the nest to mostly be in the 

shade under the nest, although they might have received some sunlight in the early morning 

or late afternoon. The iButton® devices were set to record temperature in five minute 

intervals for the duration of the experiment. 

 

Behavioural observations: 

The observations began the day after the iButtons® had been inserted in sites HF and HW, and 

three days after in HE and ZS. By giving time to the nests before the observations start, the 

spiders would be able to repair the nests and maintain regular activities after insertion and 

attachment of iButtons®. Observations were conducted by two observers, most of the days 

two different locations were observed; therefore each person observed one location.  

Observations were limited to the days when the weather conditions were suitable. In 

order to measure the spiders’ behavioural response to high temperatures, observations were 

performed only on hot and sunny days, when the ambient temperature was high. Conducting 

observations in cooler or rainy days would not have any value in the experiment as the spiders 

would not emerge from nests. The first site of seven nests (site name: HF) in Hoedspruit 

Wildlife Estate was observed for five days, the other three sites (site names: HW, HE, ZS) were 

observed for four days. In one site, HW, heavy rain destroyed three of the nests while the 

experiments were underway; therefore, for these three nests only 3 days’ observations were 

obtained.  

Observations lasted, on average, 3 hours 25 minutes, and each day’s observations 

ranged from 2 hours 11 minutes to 5 hours. The time frame chosen for each day included 

temperatures in transition from cooler to hotter or vice-versa, so one could observe a 

response to changes in temperature. The observation days covered hours when the 

temperature tended to be the highest of the day. In days of observations, the observations 
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were either started in the cooler morning then were finished about noon time, when the 

spiders were outside from all nests; or observations were started in the hot mid-day when 

spiders were outside, and ended it in the late afternoon when spiders were not emerging 

from their nests anymore. That way one could record when and at which temperature the 

spiders tended to leave their nests. The start and end time of the first and last observation 

respectively on each observation day is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Dates of observations, and starting and ending time of the observations on each day for 
each of the four sites: HF, HW, HE and ZS. 

Nest site Day of 
observations 

Date of 
observation days 

Starting time Ending time 

HF 1 23/11/2012 12:59 16:12 

HF 2 24/11/2012 12:13 16:00 

HF 3 26/11/2012 09:41 11:52 

HF 4 29/11/2012 11:53 16:53 

HF 5 30/11/2012 10:08 13:35 

HW 1 05/12/2012 09:29 13:28 

HW 2 06/12/2012 10:26 14:13 

HW 3 10/12/2012 09:19 12:45 

HW 4 13/12/2012 10:02 13:32 

HE 1 03/12/2012 12:44 15:17 

HE 2 05/12/2012 09:23 13:08 

HE 3 06/12/2012 10:32 14:00 

HE 4 10/12/2012 09:13 12:44 

ZS 1 26/11/2012 09:36 11:59 

ZS 2 29/11/2012 12:08 16:39 

ZS 3 30/11/2012 10:21 13:17 

ZS 4 03/12/2012 12:24 15:13 

 

On a day of observations, all nests at a site were repeatedly visited: the observer 

would walk past all nests and repeat the procedure many times. Each visit to each nest is 

called an observation here (The colony sites, nest identities, total observation days and 

number of observations for each nest are shown in Table 2). During each observation, the 

number of spiders that were busy with a specific behaviour was recorded. This was only done 

for spiders that could be observed, the behaviour of any spiders that were residing in the 

nests were impossible to quantify. I recorded all possible places for passive behaviour, and 

also different kinds of active behaviours.  Behaviours were categorised as: 
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1) Sitting in the nest entrance 

2) Sitting underneath the nest in shade 

3) Sitting on the nest (in sunlight) 

4) Sitting on the capture web 

5) Foraging and feeding 

6) Cleaning the capture web 

7) Performing web maintenance 

It was also noted if any dead spiders were found or whether any females were seen 

guarding eggsacs. It was assumed that sitting in nest entrances and underneath the nest in 

shade were signs of escaping high temperatures to cool down and other behaviour were not 

related to thermoregulation.  

Table 2: Nest sites, nest names, total observation days with total observation counts per nest 

Nest site Nest name Total days of 
observations 

Total observation 
count per nest 

HF HF01 5 70 

HF HF02 5 70 

HF HF03 5 70 

HF HF04 5 70 

HF HF05 5 70 

HF HF06 5 70 

HF HF07 5 70 

HW HW01 4 41 

HW HW02 3 31 

HW HW03 4 41 

HW HW04 3 32 

HW HW05 4 41 

HW HW06 3 34 

HW HW07 4 42 

HE HE01 4 53 

HE HE02 4 53 

HE HE03 4 53 

HE HE04 4 52 
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HE HE05 4 53 

HE HE06 4 52 

HE HE07 4 52 

ZS ZS01 4 36 

ZS ZS02 4 35 

ZS ZS03 4 35 

ZS ZS04 4 33 

ZS ZS05 4 29 

ZS ZS06 4 36 

ZS ZS07 4 35 

 

After the completion of the experiment at a site, the nests were taken apart and the 

spiders in each nest were counted to measure the proportion of spiders that performed the 

relevant behaviour to be implemented in the analyses (see Calculating the spiders’ response 

to temperature).  

 

Arranging dataset: 

The iButtons®’ temperature recording data was imported to Microsoft Excel 2013. The 

iButtons®’ temperature recording’s date and time were matched with the observational date 

and time in Microsoft Excel. This was done by assigning the nearest date-time of temperature 

recordings with date-time of each observation. The maximum difference between the closest 

times of observations and iButton® recordings was two minutes as the iButton® recorded 

temperature in five minute intervals, minimum difference was zero when the observational 

date-time and iButton® recordings’ date-time were the same. 

When iButtons® were retrieved, it was ascertained that five of the iButtons® had not 

recorded any temperatures during the observational period. Since each iButton® was used in 

two different nests, the experiment was missing 10 nests’ temperature recording data, some 

of the broken iButton® devices were inside the nests, some of them were outside underneath 

the nests. Therefore, of the 28 nests I sampled, I had data for both iButtons® in 18 nests, and 

only one iButton® data in 10 nests. Nests HF01, HF02, HF06, HW02, HE02, HE03, HE04 and 
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HE05 were missing recordings of inside temperature; nests HF04 and ZS01 were missing 

outside temperature recordings (Table 3). 

To use all of the nests’ data in the statistical analyses, without losing any nests, 

correlation matrices of inside and outside temperature for each location on nests which had 

both iButtons® were conducted separately to see how good the temperature correlation of 

the nests in a location was. The temperature correlations between the nests were between 

0.90 and 1.00, so temperature recordings from other nests were inferred for the nests with 

broken iButtons®. For the nests missing temperature recording inside or outside the nest, the 

original iButton® recordings were taken from the highest correlated nest pair to complete the 

missing data. It was assumed that the nest pairs with the highest correlation of one of the 

recordings (inside or outside) would show a similar correlation for the other recording. If a 

nest was missing its inside temperature data, the data was taken from the nest with the 

outside temperature was the highest correlated with the other’s outside temperature data; 

if a nest was missing its outside temperature data, the data of outside temperature was taken 

from the nest from which the inside temperature had the highest correlation of other’s inside 

temperature recording. For the nests with missing iButton® recordings, the highest correlated 

nests to complete the data are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Nests missing temperature recordings with nests having the highest correlation with them to 
use temperature recordings. 

*For nests HE03 and HW04 the highest correlation of recordings was between those two nests. Since 
they were both missing the inside data, I used the second best correlated nest’s data which was HE07 
for both nests. 

Nests missing inside 
temperature 

Nests to use inside 
temperature 

HF01 HF05 

HF02 HF03 

HF06 HF05 

HW02 HW01 

HE02 HE07 

HE03* HE07* 

HE04* HE07* 

HE05 HE01 
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Nests missing outside 
temperature 

Nests to use outside 
temperature 

HF04 HF03 

ZS01 ZS07 

 

Calculating the spiders’ response to temperature: 

It was assumed that spiders in nest entrances or underneath the nest were escaping from the 

extreme temperatures. Since the number of spiders varied between nests, it was necessary 

to calculate proportional values in relation to each nest’s individual total count of spiders. 

Therefore, the temperature-escape proportion of each observation was calculated as the sum 

of spiders underneath the nest and nest entrances divided by the total individual count of 

individuals of the nest, as counted at the end of the experiment. It was assumed that feeding 

activity was independent from thermoregulation and if a feeding event occurred in the 

capture web, these feeding individuals could not be sitting under the nest in the shadows to 

avoid high temperatures. Therefore, if prey was present in the web, the feeding individuals 

were dismissed from the overall individual count of the nest and the temperature-escape 

proportion was calculated by dividing the spiders underneath the nest and entrances by this 

lower total. 

 

Statistical analyses: 

Do Stegodyphus dumicola spiders show a threshold response to high temperatures? 

I used piecewise segmented regression analyses (below) to ascertain whether a temperature 

threshold existed at which spiders were forced to emerge from their nests, and, if it existed, 

what the threshold temperature was. In piecewise segmented regression analyses it is not 

possible to include more than one predictor in statistical models, thus the analyses were run 

with the temperature inside-the-nest as the independent variable, and the proportion of 

spiders cooling down in the shadow cast of the nest as the dependent variable.  

The analyses were conducted by the guide from Ryan and Porth (2007). All statistical 

analyses were run in SAS® 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.) statistical software.  
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LOESS fit procedure 

Before conducting the piecewise regression, it was necessary to establish whether a 

breakpoint exists in spiders’ behavioural response to high temperatures and where it would 

most likely be. Therefore a LOESS fit of inside-the-nest temperature and the proportion of 

spiders in shade was conducted. The LOESS fit procedure provides nonparametric smoothing 

which is used to estimate possible breakpoints (Ryan & Porth, 2007). The LOESS fit creates a 

polynomial curve that is fitted using weighted least squares, giving more weight to points near 

the point whose response is being estimated and less weight to points further away. 

Linear regression model 

Before running the piecewise regression analyses, a comparable standard linear regression 

model for inside-the-nest temperature and proportion of spiders in shade should be run for 

the data range to assess whether the piecewise regression better explains the data than a 

simpler linear model. (Ryan & Porth, 2007). The linear regression may have given a poor fit 

because there was too much variation in the dataset, but it was necessary to apply the linear 

regression so that the results could be compared with the results of piecewise regression 

model (Ryan & Porth, 2007). The residuals were checked for normality in the process. 

Piecewise regression model 

Piecewise regression model generates two linear models separately, below and above a 

threshold point, with an estimated starting parameter. With LOESS fit procedure, I had an 

estimated temperature escape threshold range from 35°C to 45°C (see Results). I set the 

temperature range wide so that I could calculate a range of degrees which may give more 

confidence in the results. The estimated starting parameters were then used in the PROC NLIN 

procedure in SAS® 9.4 to fit the piecewise regression. Different test analyses were thus run 

with starting parameters for each degree between 35°C and 45°C, to increase the chance of 

detecting the best threshold temperature. When the procedure was applied to each degree, 

it gave estimations of threshold values. Then the model with the threshold value which had 

the smallest mean squared error, i.e. with the best fit, was chosen (Ryan & Porth, 2007). 

Values 37.1°C and 36.715°C gave the same mean standard error result. Piecewise regression 

analyses was then repeated with the threshold value of 36.715°C because it had a smaller 

error sum of squares than 37.1°C (see Results). For implementing the piecewise regression 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weighted_least_squares
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graph for the value with the best fit, the following estimated starting parameters and linear 

functions were used. 

 

y = a1 + b1x       for x≤c  

y = {a1 + c(b1 - b2)} + b2x      for x>c                 

a1: Intercept of linear fit to data below estimated breakpoint. 

b1: Slope of linear fit to data below estimated breakpoint. 

b2: Slope of linear fit to data above estimated breakpoint. 

c: Estimated breakpoint 

The piecewise regression results presented in the study (see Results) are obtained 

from this model. 

Bootstrapping technique 

Bootstrapping is a nonparametric method which is used to estimate the accuracy in the 

estimation of a parameter (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). Bootstrapping involves resampling from 

the original dataset, with replacement, in order to obtain a secondary dataset. The piecewise 

model was then fitted to the secondary datasets and the parameter estimates (a1, b1, b2, c) 

retained. Using the parameter estimates from secondary datasets generated in these analysis 

(n=500), nonparametric standard errors and confidence intervals could be estimated for the 

original piecewise regression model. 
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Results 

Recorded temperatures inside nests ranged from 21°C to 53°C, and from 21°C to 48°C outside-

underneath the nests which represented approximately 30°C of temperature variation during 

the observational period. The minimum and maximum temperatures between four sites 

showed some sense of difference as well (Table 4). Sites HF and ZS showed a similar difference 

pattern, so did HW and HE. This similarity may be explained by the daytime temperature 

factor, because most of the observations of HF-ZS and HW-HE sites were performed in the 

same days, and diurnal temperatures vary from one day to another. The minimum and 

maximum temperatures for all of the sites are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: The minimum and maximum recorded inside (inside-the-nest) and outside (underneath-the-
nest) temperatures during the experiment for four sites. 

Site name Min. inside (°C) Max. inside (°C) Min. outside (°C) Max. outside (°C) 

HF 21.614 51.533 21.626 48.064 

HW 23.666 44.576 25.072 38.608 

HE 24.102 44.079 26.135 44.054 

ZS 21.101 53.039 21.634 48.039 

Total 21.101 53.039 21.626 48.064 

 

The differences between inside and outside temperature showed variations during 

the observational days. In a total of 1359 observations on 28 nests with diurnal changes, the 

mean inside-the-nest temperature was 35.5°C, this was 1.3°C higher than the mean outside 

temperature from 09:00 to 17:00. The temperature differences also varied between different 

hours of the observations. When the total observational time from 09:00 to 17:00 was divided 

into smaller time frames, as one-hour frames, the mean difference between temperatures 

showed changes and some fluctuations in different hours. The hourly means varied from 

28.02°C to 46.84°C for inside temperature, and from 27.59°C to 43.95°C for outside 

temperature. 

LOESS fit procedure, Linear Regression and Piecewise Regression: 

The LOESS fit curve provided a general idea to where the trends of spiders’ response to 

temperature tended to change, and therefore allowed one to make educated guesses of 
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where a threshold in spiders’ response to temperatures lies. It was concluded from the LOESS 

fit curve (Figure 5) that a possible breakpoint may have existed in a range from 35°C to 45°C. 

 

Figure 5: LOESS fit between inside-the-nest temperature (x axis) and proportion of spiders escaping 

from heat (y axis). 

 

The linear regression results had an error sum of squares of 78.25 and a mean squared 

error of 0.0577 (Table 5), and the linear regression graph is presented in Figure 6. For 

piecewise regression, the value 36.715°C was the temperature-escape threshold which 

provided the best fit (Figure 7). The piecewise regression had a smaller mean square error of 

76.29 and a smaller error sum of squares of 0.0563 than the linear regression (Table 5). This 

results indicated that the piecewise regression better explained the distribution of the data 

points than the linear regression did.  

Table 5: Error sum of squares and mean squared error values of linear and piecewise regression 
models to assess the model which has a better fit explaining the pattern of data points. 

 
Models: Error Sum of Squares: Mean Squared Error: F value pr>F 

Linear regression: 78.25306 0.05767 324.69 <0.0001 

Piecewise regression:               76.2906 0.05630 122.47 <0.0001 
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Figure 6: Linear regression between inside-the-nest temperature (x axis) and proportion of spiders 

escaping from heat (y axis). 

 

Figure 7: Piecewise regression for inside-the-nest temperature (x axis) and proportion of spiders 
escaping from heat (y axis), linear fits before and above the estimated threshold point 36.7150°C. 
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Bootstrapping technique 

While the segmented regression analysis procedure suggested that the temperature value of 

36.715°C was the best value for a threshold, the bootstrap procedure offered 37.08°C as the 

best threshold value with 95% confidence intervals between 37.00 and 37.16°C (Table 6). This 

is mostly due to the fact that the bootstrap results are based on a re-created sample data sets 

and thus, the end results are simply approximations. The value 36.715 does not fall within the 

bootstrapping interval, but these two values are very close to each other. 

Table 6: Piecewise regression parameter values for spiders’ response to temperature with bootstrap 
estimated numbers, standard errors and 95% lower and upper confidence intervals. 

Parameter Estimate Standard error 95% Confidence Intervals (lower-upper) 

a -0.112402 0.002529 -0.117371 -0.107432 

b1 0.008565 0.000317 0.007942 0.009188 

c 37.079968 0.042639 36.996194 37.163743 

b2 0.030501 0.000153 0.0302002 0.030803 
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Discussion 

Living in the savannah of southern Africa, Stegodyphus dumicola faces high temperatures 

especially during summer months. Particularly nests of S. dumicola get extremely hot and 

spiders have to deal with these temperatures. The temperature inside the nests of S. dumicola 

in the study period were found mostly higher than ambient temperature, thus the nest does 

not have a positive effect on regulating the temperature of spiders (see also Seibt & Wickler, 

1990; Crouch & Lubin, 2000). The higher than ambient inside-the-nest temperatures may be 

explained by the factor that most of the nests occur in open bushes where they receive direct 

sunlight. In each observation it was noted if a nest was under direct sunlight or in shade. Most 

of the nests observed were exposed to direct sunlight during the days of observations. 

Additionally, the natural placement of nests has an effect on the microclimate. Most of the 

nests were on relatively small bushes where they were exposed to sunlight most of the time, 

while some were located on bigger bushes covered with branches and leaves which may give 

the nest some degree of protection from sunlight compared to more sun exposed nests (Pers. 

obs.). Whether spiders actively choose the nests to be exposed to direct sunlight is unknown, 

however the natural vegetation does not offer many opportunities to place a nest in shade. 

Furthermore, there might be a trade-off in placing the nest under sunlight or not, the nests 

under sunlight may be disadvantageous in the summer, but in cooler weather, as winter time, 

exposure to sun may be beneficial for the spiders. 

The temperature-escape threshold response in the statistical analyses results showed 

that S. dumicola avoided excessive heat when the nest temperature exceeded about 37°C. 

The temperature-escape threshold of 37°C is considerably lower than S. dumicola’s critical 

thermal maximum (CTmax) which was calculated over 50°C in laboratory experiments (M. 

Greve in prep.). Studies indicate that spiders show thermal preferences a lot lower than their 

CTmax (Schmalhofer, 1999 Table 2 and references therein; Alfaro et al., 2013); yet usually the 

temperatures are nearer to higher temperature limits than the lower ones as with S. dumicola 

with exceptions for some species as crab spiders (Schmalhofer, 1999). 

The result of 37°C as the temperature-escape threshold implies that S. dumicola may 

overcome extreme temperatures when required, but their temperature preference is much 

more lower than the extreme conditions that can be experienced in the field. Although being 
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outside the nest increased vulnerability for spiders, they chose to emerge from the nests and 

seek shade to cool down; this shows behavioural cooling strategy for thermoregulation is an 

important aspect for spiders’ life as they risk being exposed to potential predators.  

The temperature data showed that conditions may fluctuate within a nest in a short 

period of time. From one observation to the next, inside the same nest, temperatures could 

change rapidly. Spiders showed immediate response to sunlight and shade, it was observed 

that when the nests were getting direct sunlight all of the spiders were underneath the nest 

in the shade, but when the weather changed and the nests were not exposed to sun, spiders 

were observed moving into the nests, therefore showing immediate mobile responses to 

microclimate.  

Activities other than sitting in the shade were observed seldom with the exception of 

feeding behaviour. Since feeding events occurred in a large number of observations I can 

conclude that feeding is an ongoing activity, independent from temperature. Feeding is 

crucial for an animal’s survival, thus if a prey was captured in the web, S. dumicola individuals 

placed in the capture web and fed on the object.  

S. dumicola females with eggsacs were also observed in the nest entrances. This 

implies, as a part of brood care, spiders move their eggsacs to cooler entrances when eggsacs 

are present, to protect them from excessive heat. Studies on some spider families indicated 

that eggsacs are more sensitive to high temperatures from the adults of one species 

(reviewed in Humphreys, 1987), therefore keeping eggsacs from overheating is an important 

factor for the development of the young. 

Behavioural thermoregulation has broadly been studied in many ectotherms, 

however in spiders the subject has received relatively little attention (Shillington, 2002). Yet 

spiders exhibit a variety of thermoregulative behaviour which include orientation, changing 

position in retreats, restricting activities and evaporative cooling (reviewed in Shilington, 

2002). There have been studies on different spider species such as burrowing spiders of desert 

dunes (Eresidae) (Lubin & Henschel, 1990), tarantulas (Theraphosidae) (Shillington, 2002; 

Alfaro et al., 2013), wolf spiders (Lycosidae) (Humphreys, 1974; Humphreys, 1978), orb-

weavers (Argiopidae) (Krakauer, 1972; Robinson & Robinson 1974; Tolbert, 1979) and sheet 

weavers (Linyphiidae) (Pointing, 1965).  
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One example of it is the burrowing spiders’ thermoregulation in the desert dunes 

(Lubin & Henschel, 1990). The genus Seothyra (Eresidae) faces extreme temperatures in the 

deserts they inhabit (Lubin & Henschel, 1990). In the study of Lubin and Henschel, if spiders 

were prevented from retreating into burrows which are cooler than ambient temperatures, 

they showed signs of thermal stress at about 49°C, while under natural conditions they forage 

at web temperatures much higher than that by moving between the hot surface mat and the 

cooler burrow. Theraphosid species Aphonopelma anax shows a similar trait for retreat 

choice, as they search and select thermally suitable environment (Shilington, 2002). In earlier 

studies Krakauer (1972) observed postural adjustments of the tropical orb weaver Nephila 

clavipes to reduce heat loads when body temperature exceeded 35°C. Postural adjustments 

have also been documented for other argiopid (Robinson & Robinson, 1974) and linyphiid 

species (Pointing, 1965). Studies have shown that behavioural thermoregulation is crucial in 

extreme temperature conditions to maintain daily activities for various species (Lubin & 

Henschel, 1990) and further studies addressing Stegodyphus species can be conducted. 

These results are pertinent in the face of continuing global warming as a consequence 

of climate change. As the climate changes through the world, it is vital for organisms to adapt 

to the possible future effects of rising temperatures to avoid negative consequences. 

Ectotherms are likely to be particularly affected by global warming as their physiological 

functions are influenced by the ambient temperature (Deutsch et. al., 2008). In addition 

ectotherms do not only experience seasonal or annual average conditions, but are also 

exposed to daily fluctuations in environmental temperatures (Paaijamans et al., 2013; 

Clusella-Trullas et al., 2011) as observed for S. dumicola in this study. Behavioural plasticity 

and fine-tuned responses to temperature changes, as demonstrated in this project, may allow 

organisms to better cope with environmental change. 

Recent studies indicate that arthropods are considered to be vulnerable to climate 

warming (Deutsch et al., 2008; Paaijamans et al., 2013). Deutsch and his colleagues (2008) 

demonstrated that climate warming may have serious consequences for arthropods living in 

the tropics, as species of hot areas are relatively sensitive to temperature changes even the 

changes are small. Another study (Paaijmans et al., 2013) using Anopheles stephensi as a 

model organism, showed that daily temperature fluctuations reduced the rate of metabolic 

processes under warm temperatures and increased under cooler temperatures, and reduced 
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both the optimum and the critical maximum temperature (CTmax) in the study animal. 

Therefore, further studies addressing behavioural thermoregulation of spiders are important 

for understanding the evolution of species under climate change. 

In this experiment on behavioural thermoregulation, I found a possible temperature-

escape threshold for S. dumicola, which may enhance the understanding of spider 

thermoregulation and indicate the temperatures the species prefer. These findings may be 

the subject for further studies as more research is needed to examine the spiders’ 

thermoregulative behaviour. As a future perspective, observations may be performed in 

different conditions such as longer hours covering the whole day and covering the seasons of 

the year to gain a wider understanding of their annual behaviour in response to temperature.    
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Chapter 2 

Web Cleaning as an Aspect of Nest Hygiene  

Introduction 

Diseases as a result of infections, are one of the most important and common environmental 

challenges encountered by all species and may severely affect all living creatures (Spielman 

et al., 2004). Diseases can spread more quickly between individuals in social groups than in 

between solitary individuals due to local abundance of possible hosts and the continuous 

contact between cooperators (Schmid-Hempel, 1998; Naug & Camazine, 2002). The risk of 

disease contamination increases further when individuals in a group are closely related to 

each other, because they are susceptible to the same infections (Cremer et al., 2007; Ugelvig 

& Cremer, 2012). However theoretical and empirical studies about the relationship of group 

living and disease transmission between individuals suggest that group living may also expand 

control over infections (i.e. Rosengaus et al., 1998; Schmid-Hempel, 1998; Traniello et al., 

2002; Fefferman et al., 2007). Indeed different social species have developed collective 

disease defence mechanisms over the evolutionary time.  

The key idea of collective defences is based on the thought that if individuals act 

collectively, they are able to set up better defences than when acting individually (Cotter & 

Kilner, 2010). Examples of collective defences include behaviour such as allogrooming, social 

fever, intake of tree resins and gland secretions. Allogroomig behaviour is the removal of 

parasites from other group members seen in social insects (Schmid-Hempel, 1998; also 

reviewed in Cremer et al., 2007). Starks and his colleagues (2000) observed behavioural social 

fever in honeybees, where bees simultaneously raise their body temperature to kill the 

pathogens by heat (also reviewed in Wilson-Rich et al., 2009; Cremer et al., 2007). Use of tree 

resins in the nest has also been seen in ants to diminish the risk of parasite growth on nest 

material (Christe et al., 2003; also reviewed in Cremer et al., 2007), additionally antimicrobial 

gland secretions is utilised by dampwood termites as an example (Rosengaus et al., 2004; 

reviewed in Cotter & Kilner, 2010). These collective defences are termed as social immunity. 

Social immunity refers to the defences against parasites or pathogens that can be both 

prophylactic and/or activated on demand. Many different physiological and behavioural 
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mechanisms contribute to these defences to prevent parasite uptake or intake into the 

colony, also to reduce parasite establishment and spread within the colony (Cremer et al., 

2007). One of the famous examples come from the social insects where age and caste 

structuring results in compartmentalisation in a colony, where antiseptic and hygienic 

behaviour are examples for this mechanism (Christe et al., 2003; Traniello et al., 2002). 

The term ‘hygienic behaviour’ was first used by Rothenbuhler for a specific behaviour 

in honeybees; the behaviour of removing brood with a disease from the colony (Wilson-Rich 

et al., 2009). Hygienic behaviour has been studied in different eusocial insects, such as ants 

and termites (e.g., Wilson-Rich et al., 2009; Bos et al., 2011); and the definition of the 

behaviour refers to a much more broader collection of nest hygiene behaviour such as 

removal of parasites or pathogens, waste material and dead insects in a colony (Wilson-Rich 

et al., 2009). Waste material such as prey carcasses and dead bodies of insects are often 

removed to reduce the risk of pathogen development on the dead animals, for example 

development of bacteria on fly carcasses was observed after two days of incubation (R. 

Berger-Tal, unpubl. data). Additionally studies on fire ants, leaf-cutting ants and honey bees, 

described that there are workers in the colonies, specialised in removing corpses and carry 

them away in order to decrease the risk of such infections developing (Hart & Ratnieks, 2001; 

Hart et al., 2002; Cremer et al., 2007). These workers also clean leftovers from feeding events 

as they relocate trash material, by taking it away from the central nest area and collect the 

waste at garbage sites in the peripheries and away from the nest (Hart & Ratnieks, 2001; Hart 

et al., 2002; Cremer et al., 2007). Such behaviour is a prophylactic key element for increasing 

survival as it diminishes the probability of disease infection in group-living (Fefferman et al., 

2007). 

In social spiders, cleaning behaviour have also been observed. In one of the early 

examples, Krafft (1969) described the behaviour of the cooperative spider, Agelena 

consociate which cleans the nest by carrying prey skeletons to the edge of the webs to remove 

them. Other behaviour includes defecation out of the nest on top of the web (Krafft, 1969; 

Uetz, 1983). While some studies vaguely report observations of cleaning activities in the 

Stegodyphus species S. mimosarum (Furey & Riechert, 1989; Crouch & Lubin, 2000), there is 

no quantitative or qualitative description of the cleaning behaviour performed, hence there 

have not been any study explaining this particular trait in Stegodyphus species.  
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In this study I investigated whether Stegodyphus dumicola spiders keep their capture 

web hygienic by performing ‘cleaning behaviour’, describe the cleaning behaviour, and study 

the possible underlying reasons for it. In this study ‘cleaning behaviour’ refers to the removal 

of the waste material from the capture web. The capture web is where the feeding occurs, 

and possible waste material is left after feeding, which makes the periphery area around the 

nest is prone to parasite infection. 

Social spiders have an inbreeding mating system where spiders avoid natal dispersal 

and mate with their relatives, the other colony members. Such type of mating system results 

in low rate of heterozygosity and in combination with low dispersal rate and a highly female-

biased sex ratio, colonies have a very low effective population size (reviewed in Lubin & Bilde, 

2007). Combinations of low genetic diversity and a local density of possible hosts increase 

colony probability of infection, and transmission which may even wipe out the entire colony 

if it spreads out. In order to maintain a healthy colony, which is not infected by parasites and 

pathogens spiders should perform disease avoidance behaviour, such as web cleaning and 

reduce parasite uptake to the colony. Such cleaning behaviour could also serve other 

proposes related to colony well-being; it may be as a defensive act to protect the colonies 

from kleptoparasites (food stealers) that compromises individual and colony survival 

(Cangialosi, 1990; Henschel, 1998). Additionally, it may help maintaining an invisible capture 

web for foraging purposes. By keeping web without waste material the web remains 

undetectable, and this increases the capture rate and foraging efficiency (Leborgne et al., 

2011). 

Aims 

The aim of the study was to investigate 1) whether Stegodyphus dumicola individuals perform 

cleaning behaviour by manipulative experiments, 2) whether excessive cleaning behaviour is 

costly for other parameters such as web maintenance, by testing whether S. dumicola suffer 

consequences from increased cleaning behaviour indicative of trade-offs, and 3) whether an 

unhygienic web covered with waste material can alter colony fitness by measuring nest 

persistence. 
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Hypotheses & Predictions 

To reduce infection, S. dumicola individuals in a colony should perform cleaning behaviour in 

the capture web. In the first part of the experiment I investigated that by putting waste 

material on the web and observing the nests, expecting that individuals will remove waste 

material that could develop into diseases from their capture web.  

In the second part, spiders were manipulated to remove elevated amounts of trash 

material from the web which alters the demand for cleaning performance and test the 

possible costs of insufficient cleaning behaviour. I predicted if there is excessive waste 

material which exceeds spiders performance capacities, nests may be more vulnerable to an 

infection, and may get infected. Secondly, a nest with excessive waste material such as dead 

prey may attract kleptoparasites to the colony. Additionally, it may be disadvantageous for 

their web maintenance, therefore I expected the web size to decline. 
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Materials & Methods 

Study site: 

Both experiments on Stegodyphus dumicola nests (Observations of cleaning behaviour and 

Cleaning manipulations) were conducted in the land of Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate close to 

Hoedspruit, Limpopo Province in South Africa (see Chapter 1). The approximate location of 

the experiments are presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: The approximate locations of nests in: observations on cleaning behaviour (BO) and 
cleaning manipulations (ME) in Hoedspruit, Limpopo Region, South Africa. (Map retrieved from 
Google Maps, provided by AfriGIS Ltd., 2013) 

 

Observations of cleaning behaviour 

Experimental set-up: 

I performed one hour observations on eight different nests of S. dumicola for three different 

days for each nest. In total I had a sample of 24 observations. To test whether they show a 

preference for cleaning different items, I placed two different items, dead prey and twig by 

keeping the size of the items as constant. Dead prey was taken from other S. dumicola nests 

that were collected for different experiments. Prey was taken after it was consumed as food, 

and thrown to the edges of the nest, so that spiders in the experiment could not treat dead 

carcasses as food items. The approximate body length of dead prey was 20 mm.  Twigs were 

taken from tiny branches of bushes surrounding the focal nests, pieces varied in their length 

from 20 to 30 mm according to their thickness.  
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To test whether the distance of the item from the nest retreat makes a difference on 

cleaning propensity of spiders, the objects were placed in the capture web at different 

distances. The furthest point of the capture web from the nest retreat was measured in each 

trial, divided by two, and the first half was treated as ‘close’ and the second half as ‘far’. The 

distance for ‘close’ item was the closest 1/4 of the maximum web, and the distance for ‘far’ 

items was the furthest away 3/4 of the furthest distance (Figure 9). After defining the 

locations the items were placed as follows: (1) one dead prey and (2) one twig at both 

distances, so each observational nest received four items in total on its capture web (Figure 

9). 

 

Figure 9: Placement of item according to their distance (‘close’ and ‘far’) between nest retreat and the 

edge of the capture web. 

 

The time frame chosen in the observations was one hour starting at sun set. Recording 

the activities began when a minimum of ten spiders were outside the nest retreat or when a 

spider was touching one of the experimental items. I recorded different behaviour involving 

the items, the arrival time to the item, the leaving time from the item, and the duration of 

the behaviour. Different behaviours were categorised as: 

1) Biting item,  

2) Touching item, 

3) Biting the web around the item, 
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4) Pushing or pulling it to remove it from the web, (dropping items out of web) 

5) Carrying item to the nest. 

 

Statistical analyses: 

The analyses for this experiment were performed using One-way ANOVA and Pearson tests 

which were used in JMP 9 software (SAS Institute Inc.).  

Do S. dumicola recognise the objects on the capture web? 

The first step of cleaning behaviour is the recognition of the object on the capture web. 

Recognition of the items was determined by touching and/or biting events that were 

recorded in one-hour observations. I also recorded the time spent (minutes) for item 

recognition on the web from the beginning of the observations. 

What is the average handling time on cleaning activities? 

To quantify cleaning behaviour the second step was calculating the handling time of the 

objects. Handling time measured as the sum of the following behaviour: biting the web 

around the item, pushing item, and pulling it until it was removed from the web. 

Do S. dumicola remove items from the web in different proportions during observation? 

The removal of the items was calculated as the proportion of ‘cleaned’ (removed) items in 

the observations divided by the number of all observations (n=24) for each item at each 

distance separately. 

Do S. dumicola continue with cleaning behaviour over night after observations ended? 

Since the observation time was limited to one hour sessions in the evenings, I wanted to know 

whether spiders continue to clean the item from the capture web in the following hours as 

spiders are known to be active throughout the night. To do that I tried to return to the focal 

nests on the following morning, approximately after 12 hours (n=15).  
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Cleaning manipulations 

Experimental set-up: 

I performed a second set of experiments to observe the implications of having ‘dirty’ nests 

where cleaning behaviour was induced by setting up manipulations of the capture webs of S. 

dumicola nests. For observing whether there are consequences of having an unhygienic nest, 

manipulation rounds were set in every two days overall six times in two treatments (prey or 

twig) and a control group. Overall the experiment ran from 18/12/2012 to 04/01/2013 and 

the dataset consisted of 38 nests, with two different treatments and a control group. The 

nests were divided into three treatment groups as: 

1) Adding dead prey (n=15)  

2) Adding twig (n=10) 

3) No treatment (control group) (n=13) 

To see the effects of the alteration of cleaning behaviour, I placed increased amounts 

of waste material, dead prey or twigs, on the web, proportional to nest size in each nest; in a 

way that it may exceed their cleaning capacities. After marking 38 nests to work with, an 

estimation of their nest size volume was calculated (measuring length x width x height), and 

nests were divided into three groups as small, medium and large nests. The 25 nests that 

received material were as follows: 

1) Small nests (between 54 and 288 cm3) received 4 items = 9 prey and 6 twig 

 manipulation nests 

2) Medium nests (between 315 and 660 cm3) received 8 items = 4 prey and 4 twig 

 manipulation nests. 

3) Large nests (between 702 and 3366 cm3) received 12 items = 2 prey 

 manipulation nests. 

In each manipulation round the same amount of material (4, 8 or 12 items according 

to nest sizes) were received again, so if spiders could not catch up with cleaning waste 

material would multiply with each manipulation. In this way, I could observe the costs and 

consequences of nests with increased material on the capture web. At each manipulation I 

recorded the following variables when observing the nests: 
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1) Whether the nest was healthy: A healthy nest has a nest retreat consisting of white silk 

and white sticky capture web, where unhealthy nests turns to dark colours as brown 

since no new web is built upon them resulting in un-sticky or no capture web (Pers. 

obs.).      

2) Whether dead spiders were seen around the nest: Dead spiders may indicate a 

problem with the nest’s health.  

3) Whether individuals leaving the nest were seen: Individuals abandoning the nest may 

be an indicator of the nests condition of not being beneficial for individual’s fitness. 

4) Whether there were kleptoparasites on the web: Kleptoparasites here refers to any 

species seen in the nests other than S. dumicola individuals themselves. 

5) What the approximate area of web size for foraging was: As a cost of manipulative 

cleaning behaviour the web size might show a change due to increased cleaning and 

altered web maintenance. 

6) Whether the capture web of prey-twig manipulation nests were cleaned: In this way 

one may assess whether the spiders keep up with the pace of increased cleaning need, 

or if the web is increasingly occupied with added waste material.  

 

Statistical analyses: 

The statistical analyses were conducted using STATISTICA 10.0 (StatSoft). Repeated Measures 

ANOVA analysis was performed to determine whether there was a significant change in the 

web sizes between the three groups (prey-twig and control groups). The different groups 

(control-prey-twig) was set as a categorical predictor (independent variable), and the 

measurements of web sizes from first to sixth manipulation were set as dependent variables. 

The measurements of six trials were also tested in within effects (coded as Trial). Nest sizes 

were added as a random effect for the analyses. A square root transformation was performed 

to reach normality of residuals, but the data presented in the Results section is the original 

data collected. 
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Results 

Observations of cleaning behaviour 

Stegodyphus dumicola individuals performed cleaning behaviour to remove items from their 

capture web. Cleaning behaviour observed can be defined as by the following: once the 

spiders emerged from the nest, they recognised alien objects caught on the capture web by 

touching, biting or both. Once the item was identified, there were two options: either leaving 

the item or removing it. To remove the item, spiders cut the web around the item, and once 

most of the web was had cut they began to push or pull the item depending on their position 

on the web. If the spiders could not remove the item on the first attempt, they cut the web 

more, followed by pushing or pulling of the item until it was removed. Cleaning of one item 

could be completed by one spider, or by multiple individuals cooperating together or 

following each other. However, if a prey was caught in the capture web while spiders were 

cleaning an item, the spiders immediately left the item and joined feeding with other spiders 

(The steps of cleaning behaviour is presented in Figure 10). Occasional markings of cleaning 

individuals showed that some spiders leaving an item returned to it later. In a few cases I 

observed that the spiders carried the experimental dead prey into their nest. If they did so, 

this was also considered as ‘cleaned’ because they removed the item from the capture web.  

 

 

Figure 10: Flow chart of web cleaning behaviour steps 
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Recognition of the objects in the capture web: 

Comparison by distance: The overall proportion of recognition was determined as 0.77 for 

close manipulations (prey and twig) and 0.42 for far manipulations (prey and twig). Statistical 

analyses showed that close items were significantly more frequently recognised than far 

items (Pearson test: n=96, Chi square=12.48, p-value=0.0004). 

Comparison by item: The overall proportion for prey (close and far) was determined 

as 0.66, for twig (close and far) the proportion is 0.52. Analyses showed that recognition of 

prey and twig were not significantly different from one another. (Pearson test: n=96, Chi 

square=2.116, p-value=0.1458, Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11: Overall recognition proportion for each item 

 

Time until recognition of the objects: 

Spent time for recognising in different locations were significantly different between close 

and far distances (One-way ANOVA: F-ratio=8.5084, p-value=0.0051). Average time for 

recognising a close item was 8.12 minutes, where recognising a far item was 13.35 minutes. I 

found no significant difference between prey and twig object recognition time (One-way 

ANOVA: F-ratio=0.4941, p-value=0.4850, Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Average recognising time (minutes) for each item with standard deviation 

 

Average handling time of cleaning activities: 

Statistical analyses showed no significant difference between handling time at different 

distances or different items (For distance: One-way ANOVA: F-ratio=1.3260, p-value=0.2523, 

for item: One-way ANOVA: F-ratio=0.2345, p-value=0.6292, Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13: Average handling time (minutes) for each item 

 

Removing items from the capture web: 

During the observations nearly half of the close prey items (11/24=0.46) were removed from 

the web (cleaned), in prey far only 2 of 24 has been cleaned (0.08) and I did not witness any 

removal of the twigs in both close and far distances. In statistical analyses I found significant 
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differences between twig and prey for removal of the items (Pearson test: n=96, Chi 

square=15.036, p-value=0.0001), and with distances respectively (Pearson test: n=96, Chi 

square=7.207, p-value=0.0073) 

 

Cleaning behaviour performed over night after observations: 

Morning recordings could be done for 15 of the 24 nests. In morning recordings it has been 

observed that all of the close preys were removed, 13 out of 15 far preys were removed; for 

the twigs, 10 of 15 close twigs and 7 of 15 far twigs were removed (Figure 14). Statistical 

analyses showed that object type caught in the web mattered for cleaning events (Pearson 

test: n=60, Chi square=10.756, p-value=0.001), however distance did not play a major role 

(Pearson test: n=60, Chi square=2.222, p-value=0.136). 

 
Figure 14: Proportion of cleaning for 15 nests after 12 hours (proportion 2/ blue bars) with proportion 

cleaned from that 15 nests (proportion 1/ red bars) during observations. 

 

Cleaning manipulations 

Most of the nests seemed to look healthy with a normally functioning web, with only a few 

exceptions. During the manipulation rounds five nests (three in the control group, and two in 

the prey manipulation) showed negative signs (nest in bad situation with no sticky webs but 

this did not mean that the nests were completely unhealthy as some nests improved their 

web maintenance from one observation to another. Over the experiment, six dead spiders 

were noted: two females in the control group and four females in the prey manipulations’ 
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group. No individuals were observed leaving the colony as an indicator for escaping from 

nests, and no kleptoparasites were seen in any of the nests. 

Out of all manipulations on 15 nests of prey put on the capture web, approximately 

93% of the nests had a clean capture web with no prey left. In twig manipulations, only 

approximately 46% of all nests were entirely clean. In some cases, the twigs were removed 

from the web, but they were incorporated in nest construction as supporting material.  

I found no significant difference in the web sizes of the two treatment groups and the 

control group (Repeated measures ANOVA: F-ratio=1.0649, p-value=0.3560) also when 

analysed with within effects (Trial*Group: F-ratio=1.1477, p-value=0.3298). (Table 7, Figure 

15). (For web sizes of each trial in each nest groups see: Appendix 2.) 

 
Table 7: Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance test results with Effect Sizes and Powers  

Effect DF F-ratio p-value 

Group 2 1.06486 0.355996 

Error 34   

Trial 5 4.58022 0.000605 

Trial*Group 10 1.14777 0.329775 

Error 170   

 

 

Figure 15: Mean web sizes of three groups in each trial with 95% confidence intervals  
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Discussion 

In two separate experiments, Stegodyphus dumicola individuals showed web cleaning 

behaviour indicative of hygienic behaviour. In the results of first experiment (Observations of 

cleaning behaviour), I found that the first step was to recognise the items, the spiders 

recognised 3/4 of the close items, and only 40% of the far items. Moreover, time to 

recognition was significantly longer for the further away items than to those placed closer to 

the nest retreat. In the observations, when the spiders emerged from their nest they walked 

through the capture web in every direction, and did not specifically search for items situated 

on the web. Therefore it is only logical that they should recognise items close to the nest 

before recognizing items that are further away. Indeed, in close distances spiders recognised 

different items in a similar proportion, as they walked out on the web, the probability to 

encounter a closer item was larger than a far away one. However, in the night after 

observations ended, most of the far away items were cleaned as well, suggesting that spiders 

did not necessarily reach that far away on the capture web during the one-hour observational 

time frame, but they did reach in the following hours. 

After recognising the items, if the spiders chose to work for cleaning it, the handling 

process included: biting, cutting the web around the item, and pushing/pulling or carrying the 

item into the nest. As I have observed during the observations, spiders may recognize and 

start handling both the prey and the twig, however none of the twigs were fully removed, 

although the spiders spent similar effort on the twigs as they did on the dead prey. 

The handling time for different distances and objects did not show a significant 

difference but removal of the item had a significant effect both on different items and 

distances compared. I observed that half of the close prey close was removed, in contrast 

there were only two cases where the far prey item was removed, and none of the twigs were 

removed in any of the observations. This may imply that removing twigs were harder than 

removing dead prey, as spiders have invested similar time but were not able to remove any 

of the twigs. 

In the following morning all of the close and majority of far prey items were removed, 

but only half of the twigs, in both distances, were removed. Indicating that the spiders 

performed web cleaning during the night, suggesting that cleaning behaviour lasts longer than 

the one hour observation. Such difference between items’ removal indicate they showed a 
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preference for cleaning dead prey. Removal of prey items has also been seen in natural 

conditions, if a feeding event occurred in the web, spiders performed cleaning after they 

finished feeding (Pers. obs.). This natural behaviour of spiders supports my hypothesis that 

capture web may be cleaned by disease avoidance.  

In a few cases spiders carried dead prey to the nest. The reasons of that behaviour is 

not clear. I am unsure of whether the spiders treated to dead prey as food and dragged it to 

the nest for consumption, or whether they incorporated dead prey as nest material. If spiders 

prefer to remove dead prey to reduce the risk of infection, incorporating dead prey would be 

maladaptive. However, one assumption for being able to incorporate dead prey is that the 

spider silk may contain antimicrobial properties (Wright & Goodacre, 2012). Therefore one 

can speculate that when spiders wrap the dead insect with silk to use in nest construction, 

this may diminish the possibility of pathogen developing because of antimicrobial substances. 

For S. dumicola, there is no knowledge about whether the silk they produce have any 

antimicrobial substance. Therefore the assumptions about antimicrobial silk should be further 

studied in S. dumicola and also other species. 

Another thing to mention is spider’s priority in activities that were not cleaning in the 

experiment. In cases when a prey was caught, spiders that were handling the objects 

immediately left the objects and went to feed on the prey as other spiders did. Feeding is 

crucial for animal’s survival therefore spiders make use of all feeding opportunities. 

In the second experiment (Cleaning manipulations), I found a similar outcome as in 

the first experiment. Although the original goal was to make the nest ‘dirty’ with excessive 

waste material, I found that spiders could keep up with the necessary pace of cleaning 

behaviour during the experiment, as the spiders removed nearly all of the dead prey (93%) 

and half of the twigs in all manipulation rounds. In addition, a vast majority of the nests were 

found in healthy conditions at the end of the experiment in contrast to my predictions. I also 

expected a change in capture web size as a consequence of increased demand for cleaning, 

however this expectation was also not seen in the results, showing that not only did the 

spiders clean the items, the  also succeeded in web maintenance. This may indicate that 

spiders have ability to perform excessive activities when necessary, additionally it shows how 

important web cleaning is in spiders’ life. 

In the experiments spiders clearly performed waste management as shown in social 

insects as leaf-cutting ant species (Hart & Ratnieks, 2001; Hart et al., 2002; Hart & Ratnieks, 
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2002). Although there are many examples of waste management observed in social insects, 

in spiders there is a lack of information about this kind of behaviour. There were no studies 

quantifying web cleaning in social spiders, and in this study I defined the stages of web 

cleaning process, and also observed their preferences for cleaning different items to 

determine what would favour cleaning behaviour . 

The preference of removing dead prey in both experiments can be explained by S. 

dumicola’s propensity for keeping the nest hygienic to reduce or avoid infectious diseases, 

and to reduce the parasite uptake to the colony as first step of disease avoidance (Cremer et 

al., 2007). It is important to maintain a hygienic capture web, as they engage in foraging and 

feeding on it, this increases the risk of uptake of parasites into the nest retreat. Moreover if 

an infection attacks individuals of a spider colony it may spread through the whole colony 

because of close proximity of individuals and close genetic relatedness. For example, 

experiments with Drosophila melanogaster showed that the low genetic diversity decreased 

disease resistance (Spielman et al., 2004). In group-living species, disease transmission rate 

may be determined by the density of interactions among individuals (Naug & Camazine, 

2002). The risk of contamination in S. dumicola colonies can get high because of their 

continuous interactions, therefore it is of utmost importance to avoid disease uptake into a 

colony by cleaning behaviour. 

In addition, web cleaning behaviour may be favoured for self-protection from 

kleptoparasites. If there are prey leftovers in the web, this may attract other species that 

wants to steal possible food items from S. dumicola webs. This condition may not only harm 

the capture web but spiders also risk getting hurt in contact with kleptoparasites on their 

web, since spiders and especially social species are attractive for kleptoparasites (Cangialosi, 

1990; Leborgne et al., 2011), as more prey items to steal are caught in the web compared to 

solitary species. This hypothesis cannot be confirmed, because any alien species in the 

capture web of S. dumicola were not witnessed during the experiments. I did not find support 

for the hypothesis that cleaning behaviour could emerge to keep an invisible web to optimize 

feeding efficiency, because spiders did not pay twigs as much attention as they did for the 

prey carcasses. The twigs on the web were removed in nearly half of the observations. A 

capture web with twigs on it can be possibly seen by prey insects, and if the web becomes 

visible, their food items (insects) may not be caught on the web.  
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The time span for the experiments performed here were not sufficient to determine 

whether hygienic behaviour is adaptive in S. dumicola. Understanding the reasons for 

cleaning behaviour in S. dumicola and other cooperative spiders needs further studies over 

longer time periods. In this study I observed S. dumicola’s web cleaning and steps of it. 

Although I could not define the costs associated with the lack of cleaning (i.e. a ‘dirty’ capture 

web with waste material) by manipulative experiments, estimating the costs and benefits of 

cleaning behaviour and potential trade-offs would be of high importance for further studies.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Table: GPS coordinates (latitude & longitude), nest volumes (length x width x height) and heights from 
the ground for each nest in the experiment for ‘Behavioural Thermal Adaptation to High 
Temperatures’  

Nest site Nest name Latitude Longitude Volume (l x w x 
h) (cm3) 

Height from 
ground (cm) 

HF HF01 -24.3493977 30.95698164 12 x 6 x 13 119 

HF HF02 -24.3495115 30.95732714 8 x 13 x 6 62 

HF HF03 -24.3497364 30.95667754 6 x 5 x 8 72 

HF HF04 -24.3492422 30.95678148 7 x 5 x 4 138 

HF HF05 -24.3490395 30.95625903 10 x 6 x 6 94 

HF HF06 -24.3500906 30.95644184 4 x 8 x 7 200 

HF HF07 -24.3494222 30.95632508 Unknown Unknown 

HW HW01 -24.3433891 30.97029361 13 x 6 x 9 207 

HW HW02 -24.3430407 30.96881647 Unknown 145 

HW HW03 -24.3436372 30.96795707 9 x 4 x 4 144 

HW HW04 -24.342917 30.96927152 Unknown 225 

HW HW05 -24.3438952 30.9678492 5 x 5 x 5 131 

HW HW06 -24.3439828 30.9678668 Unknown 196 

HW HW07 -24.3438309 30.96802672 10 x 5 x 4 195 

HE HE01 -24.3423565 30.97966592 9 x 7 x 7 Unknown 

HE HE02 -24.3423625 30.97973616 12 x 4 x 4 Unknown 

HE HE03 -24.3423923 30.97960247 11 x 6 x 5 Unknown 

HE HE04 -24.3423676 30.97938119 10 x 8 x 4 Unknown 

HE HE05 -24.342458 30.97928077 10 x 12 x 5 Unknown 

HE HE06 -24.3420584 30.97947037 9 x 6 x 4 Unknown 

HE HE07 -24.3421198 30.97908279 Unknown Unknown 

ZS ZS01 -24.3678397 30.91888765 12 x 8 x 7 160 

ZS ZS02 -24.368053 30.91901539 6 x 7 x 6 225 

ZS ZS03 -24.3680804 30.91907817 8 x 5 x 5 128 

ZS ZS04 -24.3699418 30.91781611 12 x 7 x 6 176 

ZS ZS05 -24.3694086 30.91735091 11 x 7 x 9 133 

ZS ZS06 -24.3670841 30.91883007 10 x 4 x 5 184 

ZS ZS07 -24.3664202 30.91921446 6 x 6 x 6 217 
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Appendix 2 

a)  

b)  

c)  

Figure: Web sizes of prey (a), twig (b) and control (c) group nests per trial in manipulative experiments 
in Web Cleaning as an Aspect of Nest Hygiene. 
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